
AFFORDABLE MANUSCRIPT EDITING SERVICES

We can provide the affordable, high-quality editing you need, and we can help Our Manuscript Editing service combines
developmental editing and copy.

Authors retain complete creative control over their manuscript. Did the headings make sense and could or
should any be removed? The first, and most cost-efficient, is BubbleCow. Outline of our book editing service
Our book editing service will: Eliminate spelling, grammar, and punctuation mistakes Improve word choice,
tone, awkward phrasing, flow, and readability Make the writing more engaging Ensure consistent language,
spelling American or British English , and style Make comments and suggestions in the margin about content,
such as plot problems, weak dialogue, etc. We may indicate where the storyline or flow could be improved, or
whether any arguments need more support. Affordable editing for authors As well as employing experienced
book editors, Global English Editing remains an affordable editing option. You can trust the editors at
Scribendi to help you realize your full writing potential. Was their growth clear? We understand you have
toiled hard on your manuscript, and therefore we guarantee the confidentiality and security of your work. We
are hard working editors, and we see three novels a day, none of which are going to be the next best seller -
even though we hope they might. No one Clients receive two documents at the completion of our work: Track
changes copy, with all changes clearly marked up Clean copy, with the changes already incorporated. Step
One: Use Hemingway App. Scroll down to get your free quote today, or check out our free sample edit service
to try before you buy. Our business model caters to the increasing demand for affordable professional editing
services. Read More -Mark Bakacs,. Our book editing services aim to provide you with valuable feedback that
can help you improve your next draft. When the order is completed and you are satisfied with your editor, you
can request them on subsequent orders to build a successful working relationship with them. Check out some
of our author case studies :. Still not convinced? Fearless feedback is essential to truly succeed in a
competitive market, and our editors know exactly what is required for a book to be successful. For the frugal
writer, BubbleCow is likely the better choice. After the euphoria fades, though, you may realize that more
work is needed before you can begin the publication process. Your manuscript will be sent to editors who are
familiar with, and enjoy, your genre. We can work with most major word-processing file types , and uploads
and downloads are always safe and securely encrypted. Your editor will have the confidence, experience, and
skill to greatly improve your book. Upload Documents Please enter the word count of your documents:
Include footnotes and endnotes if you want us to review them. The other, and more expensive, is Novel
Gazing. Flexible turnaround time We understand that some authors value flexibility in the turnaround time.
Many of our clients have developed successful working relationships with our editors. Therefore, they have
the skill set across nearly every genre and format. They have a range of work experiences, and we are happy to
outline the professional background of your editor. Short stories Non-fiction books such as self-help, memoirs,
biographies, etc. This combination of quality editing and affordability makes us a popular option for authors in
the United States and overseas. Whether you require novel editing services or editing for a non-fiction book,
we will assist you in any way that we can. Your book could be critiqued by experienced writers, not old
English teachers who've never published anything. Many have previously worked for major publishing
houses. Find out more about our affordability and turnaround times on the Prices page. If you are submitting
your manuscript to a publisher or agent, the book needs to be as perfect as possible. Therefore, we keep our
costs down and pass these savings on to our clients through lower prices. The free sample is the reason I
mention them, as it may help you get started on a do-it-yourself venture.


